The relative effectiveness of serial and parallel viewing of line drawings depicting possible and impossible objects.
In a series of experiments, subjects were asked to make judgements concerning the three-dimensional constructibility of line drawings depicting possible and impossible objects. A spectrum of objects was employed in which complexity as well as, for impossible objects, the cause and saliency of the contradiction in three-dimensional structure varied widely. The line drawings were presented under varying viewing conditions and exposure times. It was found that line drawings of possible objects were more often correctly identified than those of impossible ones. Parallel (simultaneous) viewing was more efficient than serial viewing (in which a line drawing moved behind a narrow stationary aperture). The orientation of the aperture did not cause differences in the subjects' performance. Line-drawing complexity and contradiction in three-dimensional structure were not found to be significant for accurate recognition. Finally, no consistent effect of exposure duration on performance could be determined in the range 60-1000 ms.